We present a catalogue of 73,221 white dwarf candidates extracted from the astrometric and photometric data of the recently published Gaia DR2 catalogue. White dwarfs were selected from the Gaia Hertzsprung-Russell diagram with the aid of the most updated population synthesis simulator. Our analysis shows that Gaia has virtually identified all white dwarfs within 100 pc from the Sun. Hence, our sub-population of 8,555 white dwarfs within this distance limit and the colour range considered, − 0.52 < (G BP − G RP ) < 0.80, is the largest and most complete volume-limited sample of such objects to date. From this sub-sample we identified 8,343 CO-core and 212 ONe-core white dwarf candidates and derived a white dwarf space density of 4.9±0.4×10 −3 pc −3 . A bifurcation in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for these sources, which our models do not predict, is clearly visible. We used the Virtual Observatory tool VOSA to derive effective temperatures and luminosities for our sources by fitting their spectral energy distributions, that we built from the UV to the NIR using publicly available photometry through the Virtual Observatory. From these parameters, we derived the white dwarf radii. Interpolating the radii and effective temperatures in hydrogen-rich white dwarf cooling sequences, we derived the surface gravities and masses. The Gaia 100 pc white dwarf population is clearly dominated by cool (∼ 8,000 K) objects and reveals a significant population of massive (M ∼ 0.8M ) white dwarfs, of which no more than ∼ 30−40 % can be attributed to hydrogen-deficient atmospheres, and whose origin remains uncertain.
INTRODUCTION
White dwarfs are the evolutionary end-point of low-and intermediate-mass stars, namely, those with masses at the main sequence ≤ 10 ± 2 M . Thus, white dwarfs are one of the most common stellar objects. Their structure is relatively simple and their evolutionary properties are reasonably well understood (see the review by Althaus et al. 2010 and reference therein for a thorough discussion of this issue). White dwarfs contain a core of degenerate matter. Massive white dwarfs, those with M > ∼ 1.04 M , (e.g., Althaus et al.
E-mail: fran.jimenez-esteban@cab.inta-csic.es Garcia-Berro & Iben 1994) have an oxygen and neon (ONe) core; the core of those less massive than ∼ 0.45 M is made up of helium (He) (e.g. Serenelli et al. 2001) ; and those with masses in between, which are the most of them, have a carbon and oxygen (CO) core (e.g. Althaus et al. 2010, and references therein) . Given that the life-times of the progenitor stars of He-core white dwarfs exceed the Hubble time, the observed He-core white dwarf population is expected to be the product of binary star evolution where episodes of mass transfer occurred (e.g. Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2011) .
The bulk of the mass of a white dwarf is concentrated in the degenerate core acting as an energy reservoir. Regardless of their core composition, white dwarfs are surrounded by an extremely thin atmospheric layer. The envelope, which approximately represents only 0.01% of the total mass of the star, is the responsible for the energy outflow. This envelope is basically formed by a He thin layer with a mass ranging from 10 −4 M to 10 −2 M . Larger envelope masses trigger He ignition at the base of the shell. The He layer is, in theses cases, surrounded by an even thinner layer of hydrogen with masses in the range 10 −15 M to 10 −4 M (e.g. Bradley 1998; Rohrmann 2001; Castanheira & Kepler 2008; Tremblay & Bergeron 2008, and references therein) . For approximately 20% of white dwarfs this hydrogen envelope is lost (Eisenstein et al. 2006; Bergeron et al. 2011; Koester & Kepler 2015) . From a phenomenological point of view, white dwarfs that exhibit hydrogen lines in their spectra are named as DA, while the absence of this feature is generically referred to as non-DA white dwarfs. In particular, those which only present He features are known as DB white dwarfs.
White dwarfs are degenerate and long living objects, i.e., thermonuclear reactions have ceased and their evolution is a long gravothermal cooling process only supported by the pressure of degenerate electrons. Simple theoretical considerations show that the cooling timescales of these stars are very long, ≈ 10 Gyr. Consequently, the white dwarf population retains important information of the history of the Galaxy. Much of this information can be recovered by analysing the white dwarf luminosity function, which is defined as the number of white dwarfs per bolometric magnitude unit and cubic parsec. First derived by Weidemann (1968) four decades ago, the white dwarf luminosity function has been used since then as a valuable tool to understand the nature and the history of the different components of our Galaxy (see García-Berro & Oswalt 2016 , for a comprehensive and recent review). For instance, the white dwarf luminosity function has been used in the study of both the thin and thick discs (Winget et al. 1987; Garcia-Berro et al. 1988; García-Berro et al. 1999; Torres et al. 2002; Rowell 2013) , the halo (Mochkovitch et al. 1990; Isern et al. 1998; García-Berro et al. 2004; van Oirschot et al. 2014 ) and more recently, the bulge (Calamida et al. 2014; Torres et al. 2018) .
The white dwarf mass function has also been intensively studied during the last decades. These studies show a clear concentration of white dwarfs at ∼0.6 M (e.g. Koester et al. 1979; Holberg et al. 2008a; Kepler et al. 2015) , as well as the existence of a low-mass peak at ∼0.4 M (Liebert et al. 2005; Girven et al. 2011; Kleinman et al. 2013) . As mentioned before, the existence of such low-mass He-core white dwarfs is mainly due to mass transfer interactions in binaries (Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2011; Kilic et al. 2012 ). Moreover, additional observational studies suggest the existence of an excess of massive white dwarfs near 1 M of unclear origin (Liebert et al. 2005; Giammichele et al. 2012a; RebassaMansergas et al. 2015a,b) .
White dwarfs have also been employed in the study and characterisation of open and globular clusters. For instance, the age of clusters, subpopulation identification, and white dwarf cooling, are only a few of the most representative examples which have been studied by Salaris et al. (2001) , Calamida et al. (2008) , García-Berro et al. (2010) , Jeffery et al. (2011) , Hansen et al. (2013) , and Torres et al. (2015) , among several others. Additionally, the white dwarf population has been used as an astrophysical laboratory to test non-standard physical theories, such as the variability of the gravitational constant G (Garcia- Berro et al. 1995; García-Berro et al. 2011) , or the existence of exotic particles (Isern et al. 1992 Dreiner et al. 2013; Miller Bertolami et al. 2014 ).
One of the major drawbacks that hampered some of the previously mentioned studies, specially those performed a few decades ago, was the scarcity and incompleteness of the samples under study. Fortunately, the advent of largescale automatic surveys, like the SuperCOSMOS Sky Survey (Hambly et al. 1998) or the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (York et al. 2000) -to cite just two representative examples -, have substantially increased the number of known white dwarfs. However, the lack of accurate distances, joint to the bias effects derived from selection cuts in these magnitudelimited samples, have hampered the achievement of more concluding results. In this sense, the superb astrometric capabilities of Gaia is expected to provide us with an unprecedented number of white dwarfs with excellent astrometric measurements. In particular, Torres et al. (2005) , with the aid of population synthesis models, showed that the expected number of Gaia white dwarfs will be close to 12,000 up to 100 pc, and nearly 400,000 up to 400 pc. Moreover, the same study showed that the white dwarf population accessible by Gaia should be nearly complete up to 100 pc and with parallax errors smaller than 10 per cent. Thus, the use of the expected superb Gaia data will open an unprecedented range of possibilities in the study of the physics of white dwarfs and the structure and evolution of the Galaxy (Barstow et al. 2014 ).
However, not only identifying Gaia white dwarfs, but also deriving their stellar parameters is required to fully characterise the observed population. In this sense, many multi-wavelength photometric deep surveys are currently available, and the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the celestial objects, including faint white dwarfs, can be built with unprecedented coverage. The Virtual Observatory (VO) provides easy and fast access to these catalogues. Furthermore, the new VO tools permit the study of thousands of objects at once that any other way would be unthinkable. Thus, the VO provides us with the ideal framework to carry out the present study.
In this paper we present a simple method to identify white dwarf candidates in the Gaia-DR2 catalogue, and we use the VO to characterize the selected sample. The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we describe the methodology used to search for white dwarf candidates; we present the catalogue of Gaia-selected white dwarfs in Section 3; the creation of the SEDs and their fits are explained in Section 4; we study the physical properties of the candidate white dwarfs in Section 5; and finally, we present our conclusions in Section 6.
SEARCH METHODOLOGY
In this section we describe our methodology for identifying white dwarf candidates within Gaia DR2. We begin describing our Monte Carlo code developed to reproduce the synthetic population of Gaia white dwarfs. Based on the location of the synthetic data in the HR diagram, we then define our target selection criteria for such low-luminosity objects.
Population synthesis code
Our population synthesis code, based on Monte Carlo techniques, has been widely used in the study of the white dwarf population of the different components of the Galaxy, as well as in globular and open clusters (García-Berro et al. 1999; García-Berro et al. 2004 Torres et al. 2001; Torres et al. 2002 Torres et al. , 2015 Torres & García-Berro 2016, and references therein) . In particular, a comprehensive study of the capabilities of Gaia and previous estimates of the Galactic white dwarf population can be found in Torres et al. (2015) . In what follows we describe the main ingredients employed in our simulations.
The heart of any Monte Carlo simulator is a random number generator that provides a uniform probability density and ensures a large repetition period exempt of correlations. In our case, we used the random number generator of James (1990) , which guarantees excellent statistical properties and has a repetition period ≥ 10 18 , virtually infinite for our purposes.
The mass of main-sequence stars was randomly chosen according to a Salpeter-like initial mass function with the standard slope, α = −2.35 (Salpeter 1955) . Then, three types of white dwarf populations were considered according to the components of the Galaxy, thin and thick disc, and halo. For the thin disc population, we adopted an age of 9.2 Gyr with a constant star formation rate, while the spatial distribution of the synthetic stars followed a double exponential profile with a scale height of 250 pc and a scale length of 2.6 kpc, in accordance with Torres & García-Berro (2016) . The thick disc was modeled from a star formation rate peaked at 10 Gyr in the past and extended up to 12 Gyr. Similarly to the thin disc, the thick disc population followed a double exponential spatial distribution but with a scale height of 1,500 pc and a scale length of 3.5 kpc, in agreement with Castellani et al. (2002) and Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard (2016) . Finally, the born time for synthetic stars of the halo population was randomly assigned within a burst of constant star formation lasting 1 Gyr that happened 13.5 Gyr in the past. Besides, halo stars were located according to an isothermal sphere density with a 5 kpc core radius and adopting a typical 8.5 kpc galactocentric distance to the Sun (see Cojocaru et al. 2015 and references therein) .
Once the born time and the mass of our synthetic stars were generated, we evaluated which of these stars had had time to evolve to white dwarf. We used an updated set of white dwarf evolutionary cooling sequences, which self-consistently include the full evolution of their progenitor stars, starting at the Zero Age Main Sequence, all the way through the central hydrogen and helium burning, the thermally-pulsing AGB, and the post-AGB phases. These sequences are metallicity dependent and encompass the full range of white dwarf masses (from 0.5 up to 1.04 M for CO-core white dwarfs and above this value up to the Chandrasekhar mass for ONe-core white dwarfs). In particular, we adopted a solar metallicity value for thin and thick disc stars and a sub-solar value for halo stars. Additionally, for each of the white dwarfs generated, we considered hydrogen-rich or hydrogen-deficient atmospheres, i.e. DA or non-DA white dwarfs, respectively. For each white dwarf we randomly chose its spectral type according to the canonical distribution of 80% DA and 20% non-DA (Eisenstein et al. 2006; Bergeron et al. 2011; Koester & Kepler 2015) , regardless of its effective temperature. Specifically, for CO-core white dwarfs (M < 1.04 M ) and with hydrogen-rich atmospheres, we used the cooling sequences of Renedo et al. (2010) for solar metallicity, and those of Althaus et al. (2015) for subsolar metallicity. White dwarfs with hydrogen-deficient atmospheres and CO-cores were modeled following Camisassa et al. (2017) . Finally, for white dwarf masses larger than 1.04 M , we used the evolutionary sequences for DA ONe white dwarfs of Althaus et al. (2005) and Althaus et al. (2007) . Colours and magnitudes were then interpolated in the corresponding cooling sequences and transformed from the Johnson-Cousins system to the Gaia photometric system following Jordi et al. (2010) .
The simulated synthetic population of white dwarfs for the three Galactic components was then mixed proportionally to 80:15:5 for the thin disc, thick disc, and halo, respectively, in agreement with Rowell & Hambly (2011) , and normalized to the local space density of white dwarfs of 4.8 × 10 −3 pc −3 as estimated by Holberg et al. (2016) .
Finally, and in order to mimic the observational procedure, we introduced a photometric and an astrometric error for each of our simulated objects as prescribed in the Gaia performances 1 and outlined in de Bruijne et al. (2005) .
Definition of the search criteria
First of all, we define the completeness for a given volume sample as the number of objects selected under certain selection criteria with respect to the total number of objects of that sample. Initially, we considered the white dwarf population accessible by Gaia (that is, assuming a magnitude limit of G < 21) which presents a parallax relative error, σ π /π, below a certain value. The completeness obtained under these criteria is presented in Fig. 1 as a function of the parallax relative error and for different volumes.
For illustrative purposes, we considered different radii of our volume sample, i.e., 50, 100, 250, and 500 pc. Our simulations show that for volumes larger than 250 pc the completeness of the sample is below ∼ 60%, and dramatically decreases to no more than ∼ 22% for sample sizes larger than 500 pc. On the contrary, for samples up to 100 pc the completeness can reach values as high as ∼ 97%. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the completeness for a 100 pc sample remains practically constant for a parallax relative error greater than ∼ 0.1, while abruptly decreases for smaller values. Thus, we would expect that the vast majority of white dwarfs existing within 100 pc will present a parallax error better than 10%.
It is also worth noting here that smaller samples are not necessarily more complete. This is also shown in our Fig. 1 by the completeness of the 50 pc sample, marked for clarity reasons as a dashed line. The maximum completeness achieved by the 50 pc sample, 95%, is slightly smaller than that of the 100 pc sample. The reason that closer samples are not necessarily more complete is due to the Lutz-Kelker bias (Lutz & Kelker 1973; Torres et al. 2007 ). The parallax error associated to each object alters the observed spatial distribution of stars. Given that the volume of the sample increases as the square of the distance, the number of objects that enter a fixed volume shell does not have to be the same as the number of objects that leave that shell. In our case, we also needed to take into account that the density distribution of stars for the thin disc, thick disc, and halo population were different from each other and not constant. Consequently, it was not a priori obvious to deduce the effect of the parallax error on the final spatial distribution. However, our Monte Carlo simulations permitted us to clarify this issue and showed that, as previously mentioned, the completeness of the final sample does not increase for samples smaller than 100 pc.
Consequently, and in view of our results of Fig. 1 , we adopted for our white dwarf catalogue a parallax error below 10%. This assumption guaranteed us a reasonable accuracy on distances and a 94% completeness for the 100 pc sample. That is to say, the magnitude limit of G < 21 imposed by Gaia is in this case practically negligible, being this the reason why we can consider the 100 pc sample as a volumelimited one, instead of a magnitude-limited one. Additionally, parallax errors below 10% implied that the contribution to the absolute magnitude errors due to the distance uncertainty was not greater than 0.2 mag.
Secondly, we analysed the regions of the colourmagnitude diagram in which we expected to find white dwarfs. In Fig. 2 we plotted our synthetic white dwarf population in the Gaia G absolute magnitude (M G = G + 5 + 1 http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/science-performance 5 log π) versus Gaia G BP −G RP colour. The whole white dwarf population accessible by Gaia is plotted by grey dots, while those within 100 pc are plotted by black dots. Also shown in Fig. 2 for illustrative purposes are the theoretical cooling tracks for a typical 0.6 M CO-core hydrogen-rich atmosphere (Renedo et al. 2010 ) -blue line -, a 0.6 M CO-core hydrogen-deficient atmosphere (Althaus et al. 2005 ) -magenta line -, and a 1.2 M ONe-core white dwarf (Althaus et al. 2007 ) -green line.
A first feature that can be highlighted, in view of the results of Fig. 2 , is the extend to brighter magnitudes of the white dwarf population when compared to those objects which lie within 100 pc. This fact, by no means, implies that distant objects are intrinsically brighter than those closer than 100 pc. Being Gaia a magnitude-limited sample, it is natural that the selection is biased towards intrinsically brighter stars as the observing distance increases. Additionally, smaller parallaxes (larger distances) imply larger relative errors and less precise absolute magnitudes. For instance, an object with a 10% error in its parallax estimate would present a magnitude spread (only due to the trigonometric error) of ∆M ≈ 0.2 mag, ≈ 0.5 mag for a 25% parallax error, and more than 1 mag for a 50% parallax error. Consequently, what we observe in Fig. 2 , is the effect of the large dispersion in absolute magnitudes induced by larger parallax relative errors for those objects far beyond 100 pc.
From Fig. 2 , we established certain regions where we expected to find the white dwarf population. First, we delimited a wide region where all single white dwarfs accessible by Gaia can be found. This big box is marked by a red dashed line in Fig. 2 . Secondly, we defined a region where we expected to find white dwarfs within 100 pc (M G > 2.95 × (G BP − G RP ) + 10.83). This sample, we recall, is the most complete (see Fig. 1 ). However, our adopted white dwarf model atmosphere spectra only cover the range of effective temperatures from 5,000 K to 80,000 K (see Section 4.1). We thus defined a colour region to select 100 pc white dwarfs for such effective temperatures. It is important to mention though that, as we demonstrate in Section 2.3, the expected contamination in our catalogue for effective temperatures lower than 6,000 K is very large. Consequently, we adopted a conservative lower effective temperature limit of 6,000 K, rather than 5,000 K, and an upper limit of 80,000 K. This added the colour condition −0.52 < (G BP − G RP ) < 0.80 to our sample. The magnitude-colour region thus obtained is marked as red dotted lines in Fig. 2 .
We narrowed our selection region further taking into account the mass of the white dwarfs. This is because more massive white dwarfs have smaller radii and consequently, for a fixed effective temperature, they are fainter (e.g. Provencal et al. 1998; Althaus et al. 2010; Parsons et al. 2017) . That is clear in Fig. 2 by the locus of the ONe-core white dwarf cooling track when compared to the brighter cooling track for a CO-core white dwarf. Thus, we delimited a small box (continuous red line in Fig. 2 ) only formed by CO-core white dwarfs by separating those ONe-core white dwarfs, i.e., those with M G > 3.02×(G BP −G RP )+13.18. This delimiting line, which approximately follows the cooling sequence of a ≈ 1.04 M white dwarf, does not pretend to be a strict classification, and should be only understood for guiding purposes. It is worth saying here that the CO-core white dwarf population finally obtained in the small box is formed Figure 2 . Gaia G absolute magnitude -colour diagram for our synthetic white dwarf population accessible by Gaia. The whole white dwarf population is plotted by grey dots, while those within 100 pc are plotted by black dots. Theoretical cooling tracks for a typical 0.6 M (and 1.2 M ) white dwarf with different composition are shown with solid lines. The dashed lines define the region where all single white dwarfs accessible by Gaia were expected to be found. The dotted box is the same as the dashed one but for white dwarfs within 100 pc and within our effective temperature range. And the red continuous box is the same as the dotted one but restricted for those white dwarfs with CO-cores (see text for details).
by both DA and DB stars. In fact, the region occupied by these two subpopulations within this box is indistinguishable. The blue turn, that occurs on hydrogen-rich atmospheres due to the collision-induced absorption on molecular hydrogen, occurs at lower temperatures, < ∼ 5, 000 K. That region, which eventually may permit us to distinguish between DA and non-DA white dwarfs is, as clear seen in the Fig. 2 , beyond our lower temperature limit. Consequently, we expect some contamination of non-DA stars in the final sample, which would affect the effective temperature distribution, inasmuch as our model atmosphere spectra are specific for DA white dwarfs (see Section 4.1).
Finally, in Table 1 we summarise the estimated com- pleteness of the white dwarf population as a function of the different selection cuts employed and for different volume samples. In particular, for our reference sample of 100 pc, the initial completeness for the population accessible by Gaia was a 97%. The selection of those stars with a parallax error smaller than a 10%, slightly reduced the completeness to a 94%. Lastly, the effective temperature cut (i.e. colour cut) reduced the completeness of the final sample to 44%. It is also worth noting that smaller samples, such as the 50 pc sample obtain similar values for the final completeness. However, larger volumes, such as the 250 or 500 pc samples presented in Table 1 , exhibit significantly lower completenesses, 27% and 4%, respectively. Definitely, our reference sample of 100 pc analysed so far presents the highest completeness for the larger distance considered.
Query to the Gaia-DR2 catalogue
According with the discussion in Sect.2.2 and the recommendations in Evans et al. (2018) and Lindegren et al. (2018) , we searched for white dwarf candidates in the Gaia DR2 catalogue 2 using the following criteria:
• π > 0 3 and π/σ π > 10
.18 for ONe-core white dwarfs
As we have discussed above, the 10% uncertainty in the parallax corresponds to an uncertainty of ∼0.2 mag in the absolute G magnitude. And, the 10% of uncertainty of the Gaia fluxes to an uncertainty of ∼0.14 mag in the Gaia G BP −G RP colour. Since the G band measurements have lower errors, we did not impose any cut in this band.
The cut in the phot bp rp excess factor prevented against photometric errors in the BP and RP bands, which are especially important for faint sources in crowded areas. In order to evaluate the effect of this criterion, we performed a check by selecting Gaia objects within 100 pc regardless of the colour limits. The magnitude-colour diagram thus obtained is shown in Fig. 3 . Those objects which fulfill our photometric excess factor criterion are marked as black dots, while those which exceed it are displayed by grey dots. The magnitude-colour diagram obtained for the objects under our photometric criterion greatly resembles the one predicted by our population synthesis model presented in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, the objects that do not fulfill our colour excess criterion are mainly concentrated at G BP − G RP > 0.8 and fainter magnitudes. In view of Fig. 3 , it is clear that this region is strongly contaminated and deserves a thorough analysis, being this another reason why we did not include it in this first presentation of our catalogue.
Our colour excess criterion excluded a significant fraction of objects in the region where ONe-core white dwarfs were expected. Likewise, a few objects inside the CO-core box were erased. Nevertheless, this effect is only partially important for cool white dwarfs (6, 000 K < ∼ T eff < ∼ 8, 000 K), being it much more intense for very cool objects (T eff < ∼ 6, 000 K). In fact, for temperatures below 5,000 K the colour excess dominates the sample. For these reasons we preferred to avoid this region, despite the fact that atmospheric models with temperatures down to 5,000 K are available in the adopted grid (see Sect. 4.1).
Consequently, we concluded that our colour limit of (G BP − G RP ) < 0.80, equivalent to a effective temperature cut of ≈ 6, 000 K, together with the adopted photometric criteria, permitted us to obtain a catalogue of white dwarf candidates with low contamination and discarding the minimum number of objects.
THE GAIA WHITE DWARF CATALOGUE
We proceeded to extract our white dwarf candidates from the Gaia DR2 data applying the searching criteria exposed in Sect. 2.3. Our query returned 73,221 Gaia DR2 counterparts, 72,178 CO-core and 1,043 ONe-core white dwarf candidates. They all form our catalogue of Gaia white dwarfs. All the relevant information of these sources can be gathered from The SVO archive of Gaia white dwarfs at the Spanish Virtual Observatory portal 4 (see Appendix A).
Of the total sample, 8,343 CO-core and 212 ONe-core were within 100 pc. Once corrected from completeness (see Table 1 ), we derived from these values a white dwarf spatial density of 4.9 ± 0.4 × 10 −3 pc −3 for the 100 pc sample. This value is in perfect agreement with the spatial density of 4.8 ± 0.5 × 10 −3 pc −3 derived from the 20 pc volume-limited (86% complete) sample or the same value obtained for the extended version up to 25 pc (68% complete) of Holberg et al. (2008b Holberg et al. ( , 2016 . This fact reinforces our previous assumption that our catalogue up to 100 pc forms a complete volume-limited sample in the range of colours considered. Figure 4 shows the sky distribution in equatorial coordinates of the 100 pc sample for our CO-core (grey dots) and ONe-core (blue dots) white dwarf candidates. The distribution of these sources reveals the full sky coverage of Gaia performance in a nearly homogeneous distribution, as it is expected for a volume-limited local sample of stars. Additionally, the fact that the sky distribution does not show concentration to high density regions is an indication that the selection criteria were effective removing contamination.
Empirical completeness
The numerical simulations performed in Sect.2.2 allowed us to estimate a completeness of 94% for the synthetic 100 pc white dwarf sample accessible by Gaia. In this section we derive an empirical estimate of the completeness of the Gaia selected sample for the same distance volume. To that end we made use of the largest current spectroscopic catalogue Figure 3 . Gaia G absolute magnitude -colour diagram for the Gaia white dwarf population within 100 pc. Those objects that do not fulfill our colour excess criterion are marked as grey dots. Theoretical cooling tracks are the same as in Fig.2 . Table 2 . Available SIMBAD classification for 15,930 of our selected Gaia white dwarfs. We provide the number of members in each class for both the full catalogue and the 100 pc sub-sample. Classifications in agreement with the white dwarf nature of our selected candidates are shown in italics. The estimated contamination was < ∼ 1% for both the whole and the 100 pc samples. of white dwarfs from the SDSS with available distance estimates (Anguiano et al. 2017) , for which the range of effective temperatures is similar to our range. From this list of ∼21,000 objects, we considered 388 CO-core white dwarfs with distances below 100 pc and a distance relative error of less than 10%. Our Gaia catalogue contained all but 24 SDSS white dwarfs. In other words, ∼94% of the SDSS CO-core white dwarf sample has been identified by Gaia and have a parallax relative error below 0.1, in perfect agreement with our expectations. Visual inspection of the SDSS spectra and images of these 24 sources did not reveal any obvious reason why these objects were not recovered by Gaia.
Contamination
In order to evaluate possible contamination of other sources in our white dwarf catalogue, we searched for available SIM-BAD counterparts within 3 of our selected sources. 16,452 counterpart were found, of them 3301 are within 100 pc. SIMBAD provided classification for all of them but 522, of which 129 are within 100 pc. The results are shown in Table 2 . If we assume SIMBAD to always provide correct classifications, and by looking at the Table, one can clearly see that most (∼92%, ∼80% within 100 pc) of the classified objects are indeed white dwarfs (or at least they have a classification in agreement with the objects being white dwarfs, i.e. blue objects or UV sources). Approximately, another 7% (19% within 100 pc) of sources had a classification not discriminatory of white dwarf nature (i.e. high proper motion). The highest sources of contamination seem to be hot subdwarfs (∼0.3%, ∼0.6% within 100 pc), cataclysmic variables (∼0.17%, ∼0.16% within 100 pc), and galaxies/quasars (∼0.6%, ∼0.2% within 100 pc). However, given that hot white dwarfs have similar colours to quasars, the classification provided by SIMBAD is likely to be incorrect in these cases and these objects are most probably white dwarfs. Thus, the expected contamination in our white dwarf catalogue is very low ( < ∼ 1%).
The Gaia white dwarf Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
The Gaia Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for our catalogue is presented in the central panel of Fig. 5 . White dwarf candidates beyond 100 pc are marked as grey dots, those that belong to our 100 pc sample and present good physical parameter estimates (see Section 4) are plotted as black dots, and those within 100 pc and poorly determined parameters are represented by magenta dots. Also included are some of the objects with available SIMBAD classification: pulsating white dwarfs (red solid circles), Novae (blue solid circles), sdB (open white circles) and binary systems (green solid circles). The completeness of the 100 pc sample was derived as a function of the G BP − G RP colour and the G absolute magnitude, as shown by a continuous line in the bottom and left panels of Fig. 5 . The completeness achieved within the range of colours considered was quite close to be 100%, with the contamination being negligible as stated in the previous sections. The average completeness of our 100 pc sample was nearly a 93 %, in agreement with our estimates of Section 2.2. Additionally, we plotted in Fig. 5 , by means of a dashed line, the corresponding completeness for those objects with good stellar parameter determinations derived from VOSA (see Section 4). In this case, the completeness of our sample fell to a 63 %, being specially reduced for red colours G BP − G RP > 0.5, or equivalently for low effective temperature objects, T eff < ∼ 8,000 K. A general glance at the central panel of Fig.5 reveals a good agreement with the expected distribution for our synthetic model of the Galactic white dwarf population shown in Fig. 2 . In particular, this match indicates that our treatment of the photometric and astrometric errors was in agreement with Gaia observations. However, some discrepancies with current models require a further analysis.
First of all, one apparent trend presented in the Gaia Hertzsprung-Russell diagram of Fig.5 for the 100 pc population is the clear bifurcation around 0.0 < ∼ G BP −G RP < ∼ 0.3. This bifurcation is not expected in current white dwarf Galactic models, as shown in our synthetic magnitude-colour diagram of Fig. 2 , and can not be attributed to any observational bias nor photometric or astrometric error. This fact, already discussed by the Gaia-collaboration (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a), deserves a more thorough analysis. In order to do this, we plotted in Fig. 6 the HR-diagram (top-left panel) and the colour-colour diagram (bottom-left panel) for the 100 pc sample Gaia identified white dwarfs. In the right panels of the same Figure we show the corresponding diagrams for our synthetic population. For comparative reasons, we draw the theoretical cooling tracks for a typical 0.6 M CO-core white dwarf with a hydrogen-rich, DA, atmosphere (blue continuous line) and with a hydrogendeficient, DB, atmosphere (magenta continuous line). Also plotted are the corresponding tracks for a 0.8 M DA (blue dashed line) and DB (magenta dashed line) white dwarf. For a better identification, DB white dwarfs are marked as green dots in our simulated diagrams.
A closer look to the HR-diagrams (top panels of Fig. 6 ) reveals that the theoretical cooling tracks for typical 0.6 M white dwarfs for both DA and DB models are superimposed in the bifurcation region. The predicted theoretical bifurcation between white dwarf atmospheric models oc- Figure 5 . Gaia G absolute magnitude -colour diagram for the white dwarfs identified in our catalogue (central panel). Objects beyond 100 pc are marked as grey dots, those which belong to our 100 pc sample and present good estimates of its physical parameters are plotted as black dots, while those within 100 pc and poor estimates are represented by magenta dots. For visual purposes, the yellow continuous line marks the region above which unresolved double-degenerate binaries or He-core white dwarfs are expected to be located for the 100 pc sample. Also represented by circles are some of the objects classified by SIMBAD: pulsating white dwarfs (red), Novae (blue), sdB (white) and binary systems (green). The completeness of the 100 pc sample as function of the G BP − G RP colour (bottom panel) and the G absolute magnitude (left panel) is shown by a continuous line. The completeness for those objects with good VOSA fits (see Section 4) is marked with a dashed line.
curs at hotter temperatures, or equivalently bluer colours, G BP − G RP ∼ −0.2. Furthermore, the small discrepancies, if any, observed between the average mass of DA and DB white dwarfs (see Bergeron et al. 2011; Giammichele et al. 2012b; Kepler et al. 2016 and reference therein) are by no means able to reproduce the observed bifurcation. The lower branch of this bifurcation implies more massive objects. However, massive cooling tracks for DA and DB objects are also superimposed.
In order to break this degeneracy and to disentangle whether or not the observed bifurcation is produced by DA or DB white dwarfs, we required to analyse the distribu- Figure 6 . Gaia G absolute magnitude -colour diagram (top-left) and colour-colour diagram (bottom-left) for the white dwarfs identified in our 100 pc catalogue sample. Objects belonging to the low bifurcation region are marked as red dots for their identification. Theoretical cooling tracks for a 0.6 M both DA and DB white dwarfs are shown with solid lines, and for 0.8 M with dashed lines. The results obtained from our population synthesis models (right panels) are not able to reproduce the observed bifurcation in the magnitudecolour diagram, but they reproduce instead the observed colour-colour diagram. Consequently, the population of the lower branch of the bifurcation can not be completely attributed to helium-rich atmosphere white dwarfs (green dots). See text for details.
tion in the colour-colour diagram (bottom panels of Fig. 6 ). In this diagram the different types of atmospheric models are split into distinct cooling curves. For a better identification of the objects belonging to the lower branch of the bifurcation, those between −0.05 < ∼ G BP − G RP < ∼ 0.3 and 2.95 × (G BP − G RP ) + 12.1 < M G < 3.02 × (G BP − G RP ) + 12.5, we marked them as red dots. The location of these objects within the colour-colour diagram (bottom left panel of Fig. 6 ) clearly reveals that not all of them are heliumrich atmosphere white dwarfs, as some initial studies claim (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a ). In fact, our estimates give a rough 30 − 40 % of DB white dwarfs among the sources belonging to the lower branch of the bifurcation region. Hence, this characteristic feature represents an important discovery of the 100 pc white dwarf population extracted from the Gaia catalogue.
A second minor discrepancy between the observed and simulated HR diagrams arises for those objects of the Gaia 100 pc sample located between the upper limit of our COcore small box (M G = 2.95 × (G BP − G RP ) + 10.83) in Fig.  5 and the main white dwarf sequence, which are not reproduced by our simulations (Fig. 2) . The specific location of these objects within the HR-diagram can be attributed to a double origin. One possibility is that these objects are single He-core white dwarfs. Although the existence of Hecore white dwarfs is generally associated to binary evolution, there remains a small fraction of ∼ 15% with unclear origin (see Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2011 and references therein) . A second possibility consist in unresolved double-degenerate binaries. The sum of the individual fluxes of the two white dwarfs in the binaries results in brighter (unresolved) objects. In any case, further studies beyond the scope of this work are necessary to ascertain the true nature of these objects.
Finally, from Fig. 5 we can check that those objects with bad photometric parameters (magenta dots) are more numerous for redder colours. This effect joins the one previously commented in Section 2.3, i.e. the excess in colour criterion is also more significant for redder objects. Both effects contribute to eliminate more white dwarfs from our 100 pc sample as we move closer to our low temperature limit. This is clearly reflected in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 by the drop of completeness for redder colours.
THE VOSA SED FITTING
VOSA 5 (Bayo et al. 2008 ) is a Virtual Observatory tool designed to determine physical parameters (such as effective temperature and luminosity) of thousands of objects at once. VOSA compares observed photometry, gathered from a significant number of VO complaint catalogues, to different collections of theoretical models.
For this work, we queried the GALEX (Bianchi & GALEX Team 2000) , Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) , APASS DR9 (Evans et al. 2002) , SDSS DR12 (Alam et al. 2015) , Pan-STARRS1 (Chambers et al. 2016) , AL-HAMBRA (Moles et al. 2008) , the Dark energy Survey (DES) (Dark Energy Survey Collaboration et al. 2016 ), 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) , VISTA (Cross et al. 2012) , and UKIDSS (Hewett et al. 2006 ) photometric catalogues. For each catalogue, different search radius were tested in order to obtain the maximum number of counterparts avoiding contamination. Thus, a search radius between 2 and 3 was selected, depending on the astrometric accuracy of the queried catalogue. We used the Gaia coordinates corrected for proper motion and transformed to J2000 provided by the CDS.
This way we built the observational SEDs from the UV to the NIR wavelength range, where most of our objects radiate most of their light. The observational SEDs were then compared to a grid of synthetic spectra specifically developed for white dwarfs (see Section 4.1). We did not account for interstellar extinction since it was unknown for most of our sample. Nevertheless, as the sources in our sample are located at short distances the effect of the extinction was expected to be small. Two physical parameters were obtained from the SED fitting: effective temperature and luminosity. This last was obtained from the bolometric flux and the distance obtained from the Gaia parallax. To calculate the bolometric flux, VOSA integrates the flux using the observational photometric points, and the theoretical model that best fits at the region of the SEDs not covered by the observations. This allows to obtain a more accurate bolometric flux, and so luminosity, than from bolometric corrections. In addition, the effective temperature was obtained from the SED fitting instead than from the Gaia colour, which minimises the impact of photometric errors at the Gaia bands. 
Synthetic white dwarf atmosphere emission spectra
As said above, in order to derive the physical parameter of the studied objects, VOSA requires a set of synthetic spectra to compare to the observational SEDs. To study our sample of candidate white dwarfs, we adopted the updated DA white dwarf model spectra of Koester (2010) , for which the parameterization of convection follows the mixing length formalism M L2/T = 0.7. The grid contains synthetic spectra of effective temperatures ranging from 5,000 K to 20,000 K in steps of 250 K, from 20,000 K to 30,000 K in steps of 1,000 K, from 30,000 K to 40,000 K in step of 2,000 K, from 40,000 K to 50,000 K in steps of 5,000 K, and from 50,000 K to 80,000 K in steps of 10,000 K, and surface gravities ranging between 6.5 and 9.5 dex in steps of 0.25 dex for each effective temperature.
The SDSS control sample
In order to evaluate both the accuracy of the fitting method and the reliability of the derived effective temperature values, we selected ∼4,000 CO-core DA white dwarfs from the SDSS white dwarf catalogue of Anguiano et al. (2017) for which accurate spectroscopic effective temperature values are available (i.e. a relative error below 10%), and fitted them using VOSA. The SDSS sample is located at a much larger distance than our Gaia sample, with the peak of the distribution at ∼200 pc and a decreasing long tail towards 1500 pc (Anguiano et al. 2017) . Thus, the effect of the interstellar extinction in the estimation of the effective temperature will be much larger for the SDSS sample than for our Gaia sample. Consequently, we used the values of the interstellar extinction by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) for the SDSS sample. The VOSA results obtained are compared to the spectroscopic values in Fig. 7 . We plotted those objects with good SED fitting and with derived parameter values not falling at Figure 8 . Examples of observational SEDs and the synthetic spectra that best fit the observations. The observational photometric points and their errors are shown in red and the best-fitted models in gray. The upper panel corresponds to a synthetic spectrum of T e f f = 6,250 K and log g = 8.75 dex, and the lower to one of T e f f = 14,000 K and log g = 8.25 dex.
the edge of the model atmosphere grid (i.e. Vgfb 6 < 15 and 6.5 < log g < 9.5). Figure 7 clearly reveals a correlation between the spectroscopic SDSS and the photometric VOSA effective temperatures for the vast majority of WDs. This correlation mostly followed the 1:1 relation (dashed line), with a light deviation at the extremes of the temperature range.
A closer inspection of Fig. 7 reveals an additional feature at spectroscopic T eff ∼ 10, 000 − 15, 000 K. In particular, for some white dwarfs the VOSA values of effective temperature are considerable higher than the spectroscopic ones. The 10,000-15,000 K temperature range is known for the maximum occurrence of the Hβ equivalent width (the exact value depends on the surface gravity of the white dwarf; RebassaMansergas et al. 2007 ). Therefore, the effective temperature (and surface gravity) values determined from Balmer line profile fits are subject to a degeneracy, i.e. fits of similar quality can be achieved on either side of the temperature at which the maximum equivalent width is occurring. These are often referred to as the 'hot' and 'cold' solutions. Hence, the most likely reason for the spectroscopic fits providing lower values of effective temperature is that the spectroscopic solution is the wrong one.
Based on Fig. 7 , we concluded VOSA provides reliable values of effective temperature for the great majority of white dwarfs.
VOSA Results
We used VOSA to build the observational SED and to fit it to the DA white dwarf model spectra of Koester (2010) to each Gaia source of our catalogue. Of the 72,178 CO-core and the 1,043 ONe-core, we obtained the effective temperature and the luminosity for 65,955 (∼91%) and 938 (∼90%) sources, respectively, most of them (42,415 and 509) with a reliable fit (i.e. Vgfb < 15 and log g different than 6.5 or 9.5, the extremes of the model grid). The rest of sources had not enough photometric points for the fitting.
In order to reduce the possible contamination due to photometric errors in the BP and RP bands, but retaining a representative number of cool white dwarfs in our sample, we imposed the colour cut (G BP − G RP ) < 0.80, corresponding to an effective theoretical temperature of ∼ 6,000 K. However, it was expected that some cooler white dwarfs would have passed our search colour criteria because of the observational errors. Thus, we used the whole range of temperatures provided by the model atmosphere grid (5,000 K -80,000 K), finding 243 CO-core white dwarfs with estimated effective temperatures between 5,000 and 6,000 K.
For illustrative purposes, in Fig. 8 we show the observational SEDs built from VO photometric catalogues together with the synthetic spectrum that best fits the data for two Gaia sources of our catalogue of white dwarfs, one cool and one hot. Both synthetic spectra reproduce very well the observational SEDs. Only the UV region for the cool white dwarf is worst reproduced by the model, however this represents a minor part of the total energy output. Thus, we conclude that VOSA provides reliable values of effective temperatures and bolometric fluxes.
Among the 8,343 CO-core and 212 ONe-core white dwarfs located within 100 pc from the Sun, the VOSA SED fitting provided reliable results for 52%, i.e. 4,317 CO-core and 88 ONe-core white dwarfs. Taking into account that we expect ∼44% of all white dwarfs within 100 pc to have temperatures between 6,000 K and 80,000 K (see Table 1 ), this implies that we obtained reliable effective temperature and luminosity values for ∼23% of all expected white dwarfs existing within 100 pc. It is worth noting here that these percentages refer to the completeness of the sample and not to the accuracy of the fittings. Although the final fraction of objects with reliable parameters may be considered small, it has been extracted from a nearly complete sample. Besides, the accurate procedure of obtaining reliable parameters from VOSA SED fitting brings us to consider that our final sample of white dwarfs with well determined parameters is representative of the complete sample within the effective temperature range under study. . Effective temperature (top-left), radius (bottom-left), surface gravity (top-right) and mass (bottom-right) distributions for Gaia white dwarfs (grey histograms) within 100 pc and with effective temperatures between 5,000 K and 80,000 K. Only sources with good SED fitting were considered (see Section 4.3). For comparative purposes we also show the corresponding distributions arising from our synthetic population models (red solid lines). The observed Gaia 100 pc sample contains a significant number of massive (M ∼ 0.8 M ) white dwarfs and a lack of cool objects (T eff < ∼ 8,000 K). See text for details.
THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE 100 PC GAIA WHITE DWARFS
The analysis of the photometric properties of the Gaia white dwarf catalogue exposed so far permitted us to study some of the most relevant properties of this population. As previously stated, our estimates for the 100 pc sample indicate that we can recover nearly all white dwarfs within effective temperatures between 6,000 K and 80,000 K. At the same time, this sub-sample represents a ∼44% of all the white dwarf population within 100 pc.
First of all, we analysed the effective temperature distribution of our sample of white dwarfs within 100 pc, as obtained from the VOSA fits. This is illustrated in the top left panel of Fig. 9 (grey histogram) . For comparative purposes we also show the corresponding distribution arising from our synthetic population models (red solid lines) normalized to the same number of objects as the observed sample. Inspection of the referred panel reveals a clear concentration of white dwarfs at the coolest bins (T eff ∼ 8,000 K) followed by an exponential decline towards hotter temperatures, as typically expected for the white dwarf cooling process. In general terms, the observed distribution perfectly agrees with the simulated one. However, there is clear a lack of observed white dwarfs at the coolest temperature range (T eff < ∼ 8,000 K). As previously explained in Section 2.3 and shown in Fig. 3 , the cut in the phot bp rp excess factor eliminated those objects with large photometric errors in the BP and RP bands, specially for redder colours, i.e. cooler effective temperatures. Additionally, objects with bad VOSA stellar parameter estimates, which were eliminated from the present study, were in a greater proportion also redder white dwarfs (see Section 3). As a consequence, some of these objects were lost from our 100 pc sample, in particular those with the lowest temperatures. Secondly, we used the effective temperatures and the luminosities provided by VOSA to derive radii for our white dwarfs from the well known relation L = 4πR 2 σT 4 , where L is the luminosity, T is the effective temperature, R is the radius and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The corresponding radius histogram is shown in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 9 . As can be seen, the most remarkable feature is a bimodal-like distribution with peaks at ∼0.010 and 0.013 R , being the lowest peak not predicted by our synthetic population models. It is worth mentioning that this low-radius peak presented in the observed distribution is a clear indicative of the existence of a significant population of massive white dwarfs.
Finally, we interpolated the effective temperature and radius values of our Gaia objects in the evolutionary sequences for DA white dwarfs of Renedo et al. (2010) to obtain their surface gravities and masses. The corresponding distributions are displayed in the top-right and bottomright panels (grey histograms) of Fig. 9 , respectively. As expected, the bimodal-like radius distribution translates into a bimodal pattern for both the surface gravity and the mass distributions, indeed revealing the existence of a significant population of massive (M∼ 0.8M ) white dwarfs. As previously indicated in Section 3, the magnitude-colour diagram of the Gaia 100 pc sample presents a characteristic bifurcation (see Fig. 5 ) which now is put into manifest by the presence of an excess of massive white dwarfs. The existence of such a population, although not predicted by our models, was suggested by previous studies analysing both magnitude-limited samples to which one needs to apply a volume correction (Liebert et al. 2005; Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2015a,b) , as well as by smaller-size volume-limited white dwarf compilations (Giammichele et al. 2012a; Limoges et al. 2015) .
Possible discrepancies between DA and DB cooling tracks do not seem to be plausible explanations for this observed bifurcation and excess of massive white dwarfs. As shown in section 3.3, our estimates indicate that around ≈ 30 -40% of the objects belonging to the bifurcation region may be DB white dwarfs. On the other hand, since we did not have a priori information about the atmospheric chemical characteristics of the white dwarfs found, our stellar parameter estimates were based on the assumption that all white dwarfs were DAs, which was true for most of them. Consequently, we used DA cooling sequences for the whole sample. Thus, in principle, we expected unreliable stellar parameter determinations (specially surface gravity and mass values) for up to 1/5 of our objects. However, as we found out cross-correlating our catalogue with the SDSS DB sample of Koester & Kepler (2015) , VOSA provided bad fits (Vgfb > 15) for ∼70% of DB white dwarfs. This implies that, by excluding objects with bad VOSA fits, the contribution of DB white dwarfs to our final parameter-determined sample should be smaller than ≈ 6%. This small percentage hardly seems to explain the over-abundance of massive white dwarfs.
Several hypothesis for the origin of this observed highmass excess have raised so far. The most extended explanation grants its origin to white dwarf binary mergers (Kilic et al. 2018) . Recently, Maoz et al. (2018) claimed that up to a ∼10 per cent of the observed single white dwarfs are expected to be the result of binary white dwarf mergers, thus significantly contributing to the massive content of these objects. Alternatively, binary scenarios such as the merger of the degenerate core of a giant star with a main-sequence or a white dwarf companion (Rebassa-Mansergas et al. 2015b) have also been proposed. Other possibilities, which are not a priori disposable, also exist. For instance, a recent burst of star formation, as argued by Torres & García-Berro (2016) to explain the local 40 pc white dwarf luminosity function, may also lead to an excess of massive white dwarfs.
Moreover, the initial-to-final mass relationship for white dwarfs was proved to play a key role in the final white dwarf mass distribution (e.g. Williams et al. 2004; Catalán et al. 2008; Meng et al. 2008; Kalirai et al. 2008; Andrews et al. 2015; El-Badry et al. 2018) . Even the origin of a significant fraction of massive white dwarfs has been related to the existence of high-field magnetic white dwarfs (García-Berro et al. 2012) . Anyhow, it is beyond the scope of the present paper to provide a definitive explanation to this issue. Here, we just confirm the existence of a real excess of massive white dwarfs in the 100 pc sample that can not be attributed to any observational or statistical bias.
Our observational mass distribution also reveals the typical and more dominant peak at ∼0.6 M (equivalent to log g ∼8 dex). A closer look at Fig. 9 reveals that this main observed peak is slightly shifted towards a higher value than that predicted by our population models, which is closer to ∼0.55 M . We can point out some factors that may contribute to the observed shift in the peak of the mass distribution. Among these, we can cite (i) a systematic error in the mass estimate; (ii) a steeper slope of the IFMR would promote more massive white dwarfs, shifting in consequence the peak of the distribution; (iii) the contribution of white dwarfs coming from mergers. Any of these factors or a combination of them is expected to produce a displacement in the peak distribution. We postpone a thorough analysis of the mass distribution of Gaia white dwarfs to a forthcoming paper.
Finally, our results also shown the existence of a small fraction of He-core white dwarfs (∼0.45 M ) and/or unresolved double-degenerate objects (see the discussion in Section 3).
CONCLUSIONS
The Data Release 2 of Gaia has provided the scientific community with an unprecedented collection, both in quality and quantity, of accurate photometric and astrometric data. The work presented here represents a major effort to extract a comprehensive up-to-date catalogue of white dwarfs from Gaia DR2 data and to derive their more relevant parameters.
With the aid of a detailed Monte Carlo simulator we built a thorough population synthesis model of the thin disc, thick disc, and halo white dwarf population of our Galaxy. Our synthetic models incorporate updated evolutionary sequences for both CO-core and ONe-core white dwarfs, as well as hydrogen-rich and hydrogen-deficient atmospheres. Additionally, we included in our models a complete treatment of the different selection criteria and photometric and astrometric errors predicted by Gaia performances. This permitted us to define the regions within the Gaia HRdiagram where we expected to identify white dwarfs, as well as to predict its completeness and to estimate its possible contamination. Our search provided the largest white dwarf catalogue to date, which includes more than 73,000 objects with accurate Gaia parallax (π/σ π > 10) and photometry (F G /σ F G > 50, F BP /σ F BP > 10, F RP /σ F RP > 10). From this sample, we identified 8,343 CO-core and 212 ONe-core white dwarf candidates within 100 pc in the range of effective temperatures from 5,000 K to 80,000 K, from which we derive a white dwarf space density of 4.9 ± 0.4 × 10 −3 pc −3 , consistent with previous studies. In turn, our population synthesis models indicated that the completeness of the white dwarf population accessible by Gaia and with accurate parallax measurements is nearly complete, 94%, up to 100 pc from the Sun. Besides, our analysis also showed that this distance represents the maximum distance that Gaia can achieve for a volume-limited sample of white dwarfs. Hence, we remark that our sub-sample up to 100 pc and within the range of temperatures before mentioned represents the most updated highly-complete volume-limited sample of white dwarfs.
The Gaia HR-diagram obtained for our 100 pc sample revealed a bifurcation trend at around 0 < ∼ G BP − G RP < ∼ 0.3. This bifurcation is not predicted by actual, neither cooling nor galactic, white dwarf models. Possible discrepancies between DA or DB white dwarf cooling tracks are not either able to explain the observed bifurcation for the range of colours considered. Our analysis also reveals that the lower branch of the observed bifurcation is formed by no more than a 30 − 40% of DB white dwarfs. Furthermore, the observed bifurcation is not attributable to any observational bias or statistical artifact and it is consequently a real characteristic of the 100 pc white dwarf population. Additionally, our analysis reveals the contamination from other astronomical sources is expected to be very low ( < ∼ 1%) and mainly due to cataclysmic variables and subdwarf B stars. Finally, the limitation in the excess of flux colour -necessary to be applied to our sample in order to avoid highly crowed contaminated areas -is found to be only marginally important for low temperature objects, T eff < ∼ 8,000 K. Estimating stellar parameters is required to perform any accurate study. In this sense, we used an updated grid of hydrogen-rich white dwarf model atmosphere spectra in the Virtual Observatory tool VOSA to fit the observational spectral energy distributions of our sources, which were built from photometric catalogues from the UV to the NIR publicly available at the VO. We demonstrated the fits provide reliable white dwarf effective temperature and luminosity values, which were derived for ∼59% of all Gaia white dwarfs in the considered colour range (− 0.52 < (G BP − G RP ) < 0.80). We subsequently used the VOSA luminosities and effective temperatures to derive the radii of our white dwarfs. Interpolating the effective temperature and radius values on the cooling sequences of hydrogen-rich white dwarfs, we finally derived their surface gravities and masses.
The effective temperature distribution displayed a prominent population of cool white dwarfs peaking at T eff ∼8,000 K and a paucity of hot objects (T eff >20,000 K). This clearly demonstrates the majority of white dwarfs in the solar neighbourhood are cool, an expected result that previous magnitude-limited samples failed to reproduce. Moreover, we identified bimodal-like distributions of radius, surface gravity and mass, the three of them containing the "canonical" (M ∼ 0.6 M ) population of white dwarfs, as well as a significant population of more massive (M ∼ 0.8M ) white dwarfs. This excess of massive white dwarfs is clearly related to the observed bifurcation of the HR-diagram and, as we have shown in this paper, it can not be entirely attributed to the existence of helium-rich atmosphere white dwarfs. Its origin remains uncertain and ensures amazing forthcoming studies. In this sense, deeper analyses including identified white dwarf spectral types or the Galactic component classification, among other issues, are required to extract the maximum information from the Gaia white dwarf catalogue presented here.
